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DISSENTING OPINION
The relator comes to this court seeking a writ of mandamus to compel the
trial judge to enforce a mediated settlement agreement the trial judge set aside at
the relator’s urging, after the relator reaped the benefits of the ruling.

The

doctrines of quasi-estoppel and invited error demand that this court deny the
relator’s petition for extraordinary relief. Because the majority instead
conditionally grants it, I respectfully dissent.

INDEPENDENT GROUNDS FOR DENYING MANDAMUS RELIEF
This court need not reach the merits of relator Gladys Minix’s petition for
extraordinary relief or address whether section 153.0071(d) of the Texas Family
Code permits Minix and real party in interest Michael Sterling Alexander to agree
to set aside their mediated settlement agreement. Nor does this court need consider
whether that statutory provision applies to today’s case. The quasi–estoppel and
invited-error doctrines provide independent grounds for denying mandamus relief.
So, even if the parties could not do what they did under the law, and even if the
trial court’s ruling did not comport with the statute, Minix still would not be
entitled to mandamus relief.
EQUITABLE PRINCIPLES AS A BASIS FOR DENYING MANDAMUS RELIEF
Appellate courts do not issue the extraordinary remedy of mandamus as a
matter of right but rather grant this relief at their discretion.1 Although mandamus
is a common-law remedy, a court determines whether to grant mandamus relief by
drawing on equitable principles.2 In deciding whether to order mandamus relief,
an appellate court may consider equitable matters that go beyond the mere legal
right of the relator.3 The doctrines of quasi-estoppel and invited error — both
species of estoppel — operate in equity to bar Minix from speaking against her
own actions, statements, and litigation positions in seeking mandamus relief in this
court.
Minix’s Actions, Statements, and Litigation Positions
Minix and Alexander agreed that their meditated settlement agreement
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Rivercenter Assocs. v. Rivera, 858 S.W.2d 366, 367 (Tex. 1993).
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Moore v. Rock Creek Oil Corp., 59 S.W.2d 815, 817 (Tex. Comm’n App. 1933, judgm’t
adopted).
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governing custody of their three-year-old child should be set aside.

While

represented by counsel, each parent stipulated to this position in open court. Then,
the two asked the trial court to set aside their mediated settlement agreement. And,
the trial court did. Minix wanted more rights to the child than the mediated
settlement agreement provided, so she asked the trial court to give her more rights.
And, the trial court did. Minix did not want Alexander to have what the mediated
settlement agreement gave him, so Minix asked the trial court to give him less.
And, the trial court did.
Minix’s Acceptance of Benefits
Minix enjoyed the rights the trial court gave her (and the elimination of the
rights Alexander would have had under the mediated settlement agreement) for
more than nine months as the parties litigated over conservatorship and possession
of their child. During that time Minix did not mention the mediated settlement
agreement, even though it addressed those issues. Minix did not make any of the
arguments she now makes in this court. Instead, she accepted the benefits of the
temporary orders the trial court granted at her urging — relief that gave her greater
rights and Alexander lesser rights, relief that was not consistent with the parties’
mediated settlement agreement, and relief the trial judge surely would not have
granted if the trial judge had not set aside the mediated settlement agreement at the
parties’ request and let them litigate instead.
On November 22, 2016, almost a year after the parties signed the mediated
settlement agreement, Associate Judge Eileen Gaffney signed temporary orders.
Even presuming that the provisions of these temporary orders mirrored the terms
of the mediated settlement agreement, the provisions of the temporary orders do
not determine what the final order will be, and according to Alexander’s live
pleading, Alexander expects to prove at trial that he should get sole managing
3

conservatorship of the child and that Minix should pay child support. In addition,
by the time the associate judge issued the temporary orders, the parties had
engaged in substantial litigation and had spent lots of time and money — resources
the parties would not have expended had they not agreed to set aside aside the
mediated settlement agreement.
Trial Court’s Action in Response to Minix’s Specific Request
Though the record contains no written order or statements of the trial court
setting aside the mediated settlement agreement, Minix’s own lawyer testified
under oath that the trial court did just that. The record reflects that, on June 7,
2016, the respondent, The Honorable David Farr, held a hearing on Minix’s
emergency motion to modify (in which Minix sought relief inconsistent with the
mediated settlement agreement) and on Alexander’s petition to set aside the
mediated settlement agreement and request for temporary orders. At that hearing,
Minix and Alexander stipulated in open court that the mediated settlement
agreement was set aside. Minix’ s counsel, recounting what occurred at the June 7,
2016 hearing, testified under oath on March 21, 2017, that (1) Judge Farr
pronounced from the bench that he was setting aside the mediated settlement
agreement; (2) Minix was present in the courtroom when the judge made the
pronouncement; and (3) Minix’s counsel at the time (Stephanie Proffitt)
understood that Judge Farr had set aside the mediated settlement agreement on
June 7, 2016. The sworn testimony of Minix’s own lawyer raises a fact issue as to
whether the trial court, from the bench, set aside the mediated settlement
agreement that day, and this court is to presume that the trial court credited this
testimony.4
4

At the hearing on March 21, 2017, Judge Farr indicated that he had no personal recollection as
to what happened at the hearing on June 7, 2016.
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After Judge Farr set aside the mediated settlement agreement in open court,
at the parties’ urging and in keeping with their stipulation, Judge Farr took actions
inconsistent with the mediated settlement agreement still being in effect. Chief
among these was sending the parties to Associate Judge Gaffney for temporary
orders, which, of course, would not have been necessary had the parties sought to
enforce the mediated settlement agreement that covered the conservatorship and
possession issues that were to be the subject of the temporary orders.
At the temporary-orders hearing the next day (June 8, 2016), Judge Gaffney
asked the parties if they had any agreement as to conservatorship. Under the
mediated settlement agreement, the parties had agreed that each parent would be a
joint managing conservator. Nonetheless, each party’s lawyer responded to Judge
Gaffney’s inquiry by saying that each parent was seeking to be appointed sole
managing conservator, effectively communicating that they had no agreement as to
conservatorship. Minix sought sole managing conservatorship and urged Judge
Gaffney to order that Alexander’s possession be supervised. The parties then went
forward with temporary orders. This evidence shows that the parties’ actions were
in accord with the parties’ stipulation and with the trial court having set aside the
mediated settlement agreement, just as Minix’s then-lawyer (Proffitt) testified.
Consistent with the setting aside of the mediated settlement agreement, the
trial court then allowed litigation to continue.

The parties’ conduct strongly

suggests that the trial court, in fact, set aside the mediated settlement agreement.
Nothing else would explain what followed.
 If the trial court did not set aside the mediated settlement agreement, why
did the parties appear before Judge Gaffney for a temporary-orders hearing
and tell the court that the parties had no agreement as to conservatorship?
 Why did the parties need temporary orders if they had an agreement that
resolved everything?
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 If the trial court did not set aside the mediated settlement agreement, why
would the parties have been litigating matters that the mediated settlement
agreement covered?
 If the trial court did not set aside the mediated settlement agreement, why
did the parties not seek its enforcement and thus put an end to the dispute?
 If the mediated settlement agreement resolved the conservatorship and
possession issues and was in effect, why did the parties, the lawyers, and the
trial judge spend ten months litigating those issues?
Minix’s U-Turn at the End of the Road
The parties spent fifteen months in litigation, fighting over issues addressed
in the mediated settlement agreement. At the end of the road, Minix made a uturn, completely changing her position. She no longer wanted to set aside the
mediated settlement agreement. Even though the parties had stipulated to it — and
even though the trial court had done what Minix asked and ruled in accordance
with her stipulation — Minix asked the trial court to undo the ruling and to render
judgment on the mediated settlement agreement, a request that clashed with her
pleadings, her arguments, her claims, and her actions up to that point.
No Abuse of Discretion in Refusing to Undo the Granting of Minix’s
Requested Relief
Having set aside the mediated settlement agreement at the parties’ urging
almost a year before and having granted Minix relief inconsistent with it, the trial
court did not abuse its discretion on April 27, 2017, when the trial court denied
Minix’s request for rendition of judgment based on the mediated settlement
agreement. Minix now seeks mandamus relief from this court compelling the trial
judge to render a judgment consistent with the terms of the mediated settlement
agreement.
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Mandamus Relief Unwarranted Even in the Face of a Compliant
Mediated Settlement Agreement
The majority does not look to equitable principles in deciding today’s case.
Instead, the majority focuses on whether the mediated settlement agreement
satisfies the statutory requirements for enforcement. In doing so, the majority
misses the mark. On today’s facts, equity outruns statutory compliance.
The majority bases today’s holding on the mediated settlement agreement’s
compliance with section 153.0071.5 But, compliance with the statute is not the
only issue. A statute’s mandate alone does not determine the course. Other forces
of law and equity are at work. For example, this court would not reverse a trial
court judgment and render judgment enforcing a compliant mediated settlement
agreement if we lacked jurisdiction over a case because of a late-filed notice of
appeal.6 Nor would this court reverse a trial court for failing to render judgment on
a mediated settlement agreement if its proponent did not first ask the trial court to
do so.7 And, this court should not grant mandamus relief today because equitable
principles preclude the granting of relief.
Quasi-Estoppel
The doctrine of quasi-estoppel bars a party from asserting, to another’s
disadvantage, a right inconsistent with a position earlier taken.8 Quasi-estoppel
applies if it would be unconscionable to allow a person to assert, to another’s
disadvantage, a right at odds with a position to which the person earlier had
5
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See Fleming & Assocs. v. Kirklin, No. 14–16–00752–CV, 2016 WL 6885967, at *1–2 (Tex.
App.—Houston [14th Dist.] Nov. 22, 2016, pet. denied) (mem. op., per curiam).
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See Tex. R. App. P. 33.1(a); First Nat. Bank of Beeville v. Fojtik, 775 S.W.2d 632, 633 (Tex.
1989).
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acquiesced, or from which the person had accepted a benefit.9 Under supremecourt authority, Texas courts may invoke estoppel to deny mandamus relief in
cases like this one, in which the petitioner seeks to avoid an agreement with the
opposing party after the proceedings turn adverse.10
Texas cases present the following familiar fact pattern that shows how
equity steps in to bar relief that the remedy of mandamus might otherwise afford:
 The relator and the real party in interest agree to handle a matter contrary to
the law.
 Then, after losing, the relator seeks mandamus relief to compel the result the
law would demand, a result that goes against the parties’ agreement.
 The appellate court refuses to grant mandamus relief, holding that the
equitable doctrine of estoppel bars it.11
Today’s case falls squarely within the estoppel-bars-mandamus-relief mold.
True to it, after losing in the trial court in her belated attempt to enforce the
mediated settlement agreement, Minix now seeks to compel the result she claims
the law demands — enforcement of the mediated settlement agreement. This court
should stay true to the governing case law and hold that equitable principles of
9

See id.

See Pendleton v. Pace, 9 S.W.2d 437, 440 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 1928, writ ref’d) (holding
that candidate who entered into agreement with rival candidate to set aside result of first primary
and resubmit nomination was estopped to claim nomination under first primary, after result of
second proved adverse). In cases decided after June 14, 1927, the Supreme Court of Texas’s
notation of “writ refused” or “petition refused” denotes that the court of appeals’s opinion is the
same as a precedent of the Supreme Court of Texas. See Yancy v. United Surgical Partners Int'l,
Inc., 236 S.W.3d 778, 786 n. 6 (Tex. 2007).
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See Pendleton, 9 S.W.2d at 440 (holding that candidate who entered into agreement with rival
candidate to set aside result of first primary and resubmit nomination (an action not provided for
by applicable law) was estopped to claim nomination under first primary, after result of second
proved adverse); Robinson v. Plano Board of Educ., 514 S.W.2d 135, 136–38 (Tex. Civ. App.—
Dallas 1974, orig. proceeding) (holding that relator, a candidate who entered into agreement with
rival candidate to have a recount conducted (an action relator alleged was contrary to an
applicable statute), was estopped to claim he had won election, after the result of the recount
proved adverse).
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estoppel bar mandamus relief.12
The parties filed the mediated settlement agreement with the trial court in
December 2015. Three months later, in March 2016, Alexander filed a motion
seeking temporary orders governing possession and conservatorship of the parties’
child. The orders Alexander sought were consistent with the mediated settlement
agreement.

Minix objected. She did not want what the mediated settlement

agreement gave her, nor did she want Alexander to have what the mediated
settlement agreement gave him. So, in May 2016, Minix sought a temporary
restraining order and filed an emergency motion to modify,13 requesting the trial
court to (1) appoint her sole managing conservator; and (2) deny Alexander
possession of or access to the child — relief at odds with the parties’ mediated
settlement agreement. When Minix filed this motion, no court had signed an order
as to conservatorship of the parties’ child. Indeed, the respondent judge had not
even signed temporary orders in this original suit affecting the parent-child
relationship. In response to Minix’s motion to modify, the trial court signed a
temporary restraining order prohibiting Alexander’s possession and access to the
child.

With this ruling, Minix got what she requested — and what she got

conflicted with what she would have gotten under the mediated settlement
agreement. (The mediated settlement agreement would have given Alexander
possession and access to the child.) Minix did not object to the trial court going
See Rivercenter Assocs., 858 S.W.2d at 367; Pendleton, 9 S.W.2d at 440; Robinson, 514
S.W.2d at 136–38.
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Though Minix did not state in her emergency motion what she sought to modify, the only
document governing the parties’ conservatorship and possession of the child was the mediated
settlement agreement, and it is obvious from Minix’s motion that she did not want the court to
order the conservatorship-and-possession terms the parties set out in their mediated settlement
agreement.
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outside the mediated settlement agreement, nor did Minix ask the trial court to
enforce the mediated settlement agreement. Instead, Minix sought and received
relief that clashed with the mediated settlement agreement.
After Minix signed the mediated settlement agreement and both parties filed
it with the trial court in December 2015, Minix did not seek rendition of judgment
on the agreement for more than fifteen months. During the interim she enjoyed the
benefits of temporary orders that (1) gave her rights the mediated settlement
agreement did not give her and (2) took away rights the mediated settlement
agreement gave Alexander.
Now, Minix asserts the trial court abused its discretion in refusing to grant
the relief she requested in March 2017, yet by the time Minix asked the trial court
to take the enforce-the-mediated-settlement-agreement path, she had been leading
the trial court in the opposite direction for ten months, getting just what she asked
for when she asked for it. Through counsel, the parties agreed in open court that
the mediated settlement agreement should be set aside, and the trial court
determined in open court that the agreement would be set aside. Building on that
relief, Minix then sought and received what she could not have gotten under the
mediated settlement agreement. Minix even agreed that trial on the merits of her
petition seeking relief inconsistent with the mediated settlement agreement should
be continued until April 2017, and in December 2016, the trial court granted this
relief, too.
In seeking mandamus relief, Minix argues that the mediated settlement
agreement cannot be set aside even if she and Alexander agreed to set it aside, yet
in June 2016, she induced the trial court to set aside the mediated settlement
agreement by arguing the opposite.

The trial judge set aside the mediated

settlement agreement in reliance upon the parties’ stipulation. The trial court let
10

them litigate the issues. Only after Minix became unhappy with the results of that
litigation — and apparently preferred to return to the terms of the mediated
settlement agreement — did she request the trial court to enforce it.
Our mandamus record contains evidence of the crucial touchstones of quasiestoppel — Minix’s unconscionable assertion, to Alexander’s disadvantage, of a
right inconsistent with a position to which Minix earlier had acquiesced, and from
which Minix had accepted benefits.14

After stipulating that the mediated

settlement agreement should be set aside and obtaining a ruling to this effect from
the trial court, Minix litigated for ten months about conservatorship and possession
— issues covered by the mediated settlement agreement, never once seeking to
enforce the contract she asked the trial court to set aside, and all the while seeking
and accepting conservatorship and possession rights in temporary orders she never
could have obtained without walking away from the mediated settlement
agreement she now asks this court to enforce via mandamus. Having accepted
those benefits, Minix cannot now avoid her stipulation with Alexander to set aside
the mediated settlement agreement.15
The majority asserts that the record does not show that enforcing the
mediated settlement agreement at this juncture “would be to [Alexander’s]
disadvantage.”16

The record amply shows the hardship.

As Minix’s lawyer

accurately pointed out at the March 21, 2017 hearing, between the execution of the
mediated settlement agreement in December 2015 and Minix’s filing of her
“Motion for Entry of Judgment” in March 2017, “there were several orders and
lots of court proceedings and an amicus appointed, and [a] psychological
14

See Curry, 2010 WL 3353952, at *4.
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See Pendleton v, 9 S.W.2d at 440; Robinson, 514 S.W.2d at 136–38.
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Ante at 12, n.3.
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evaluation conducted, a lot of other things, a lot of money, time[,] and expense on
this case.” Wasting all of the time and money Alexander invested in this litigation
would be to Alexander’s disadvantage. The majority points to nothing that would
show otherwise.
The majority also asserts that since November 22, 2016, almost a year after
the parties signed the mediated settlement agreement, the terms of the temporary
orders resemble the terms of the mediated settlement agreement.17 But, these terms
do not fix the terms of the final order. Trial determines that. And, according to
Alexander’s live pleading, Alexander expects to prove at trial that he is entitled to
sole managing conservatorship of his son and to child support from Minix.
Under these circumstances, it would be unconscionable to allow Minix to
assert, to Alexander’s disadvantage, that the parties could not validly have agreed
to set aside the mediated settlement agreement, a position at odds with Minix’s
prior position, from which Minix accepted benefits.18

The doctrine of quasi-

estoppel forecloses mandamus relief. 19
Invited Error
Another species of estoppel — the invited-error doctrine — provides an
alternative basis for denying Minix mandamus relief. Minix complains that the
trial judge erred in refusing to undo an action the parties asked the trial judge to
take, and so invited the error of which she now complains.20 The invited-error
17
18

See ante at 12, n.3.
See Curry, 2010 WL 3353952, at *4.
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See Rivercenter Assocs., 858 S.W.2d at 367; Pendleton, 9 S.W.2d at 440; Curry, 2010 WL
3353952, at *4; Robinson, 514 S.W.2d at 136–38.
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See Kupersmith v. Weitz, No. 14-05-00167-CV, 2006 WL 3407832, at *3 n.2 (Tex. App.—
Houston [14th Dist.] Nov. 28, 2006, no pet.) (mem. op) (noting that reversal would conflict with
invited-error doctrine because court rendered judgment in reliance on stipulation that the parties
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doctrine applies to situations in which a party asks the court to make a specific
ruling or take a specific action, and then complains of that ruling or action on
appeal.21 The concept is a simple one: If a party induces trial court action, that
party cannot later run to the court of appeals complaining of that action.
Texas courts apply the invited-error doctrine across a wide array of scenarios
to preclude parties from complaining in the court of appeals about the very things
they brought about in the trial court.22 For example, a party invites error by
persuading a trial judge to adopt a jury charge that the party later alleges supports
an improper theory of recovery.23 The doctrine encompasses scenarios just like the
one in today’s case, where a party seeks a particular action in the trial court and
then after getting it, denounces it as error in the court of appeals.24
The majority narrowly frames the invited-error doctrine,25 holding that
Minix did not invite error because she is not complaining of a specific ruling she
asked the trial court to make.26 Citing Tizzier v. Union Gas Corp.,27 the majority
sought to enforce rather than rescind settlement agreement).
21

See In re Dep’t of Family & Protective Servs., 273 S.W.3d 637, 646 (Tex. 2009); Houston
Laureate Assocs., Ltd. v. Russell, 504 S.W.3d 550, 567 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2016,
no pet.) (holding that under invited-error doctrine, a party that requests a specific action in trial
court cannot complain on appeal that trial court erred in granting that request); Gordon v.
Gordon, No. 14-10-01031-CV, 2011 WL 5926723, at *7 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] Nov.
29, 2011, no pet.) (mem. op.).
22

See Spence v. State Nat. Bank of El Paso, 5 S.W.2d 754, 756 (Tex. 1928)
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See United Scaffolding, Inc. v. Levine, No. 15-0921, 2017 WL 2839842, at *12 (Tex. June 30,
2017); Del Lago Partners v. Smith, 307 S.W.3d 762, 775 (Tex. 2010).
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See Del Lago Partners, 307 S.W.3d at 775 (holding that petitioner was barred from obtaining
reversal on appeal on the ground that the jury should have decided the case under a liability
theory that petitioner itself persuaded the trial court not to submit to the jury); Houston Laureate
Assocs., 504 S.W.3d at 567; Gordon, 2011 WL 5926723, at *7.
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See ante at 9–10.
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See id.
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171 S.W.3d 857 (Tex. 2005).
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notes that “under the doctrine of invited error, a party is estopped from challenging
a trial court’s ruling on appeal if the complaining party requested the specific
action taken by the trial court.”28 Texas jurisprudence shows that the invited-error
doctrine is broader than the majority suggests.29 Texas courts have phrased the
invited-error requirements in various ways, at times more broadly than in Tizzier.30
In Hodges, for example, the Supreme Court of Texas explained the principle in
expansive terms: “[a] litigant cannot ask something of a court and then complain
that the court committed error in giving it to him.”31 There is no denying that
Minix asked the trial court for specific relief that the trial court granted and now, in
the court of appeals, she faults the trial court for granting it.
The premise of Minix’s request for relief is that the trial court erred in not
enforcing the mediated settlement agreement she asked the trial court to set aside.
The case law is clear: If a party asks the trial court to take an action, the party will
not be permitted to challenge that action in the court of appeals.32 If the invitederror doctrine were as narrow as the majority suggests, a party could dodge the
consequences of inviting error simply by asking the trial court to rule on an issue,
obtaining the requested ruling, filing a motion to reconsider, and then appealing the
denial of the motion to reconsider. Under this hypothetical, the trial court properly
would have denied the motion to reconsider because the motion was inconsistent
with relief the party already had requested, but an appellate court operating under
the majority’s view, might conclude that the party had not invited error “on a
28

See ante at 11.
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See Kupersmith, 2006 WL 3407832, at *3 n.2.
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Compare People’s State Bank of Tyler v. Monsey Oil Co., 11 S.W.2d 507, 511 (Tex. Comm’n
App. 1928, judgm’t approved) with Tittizer, 171 S.W.3d at 862.
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Northeast Tex. Motor Lines v. Hodges, 158 S.W.2d 487, 488 (Tex. 1942).
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Houston Laureate Assocs., 504 S.W.3d at 567; Gordon, 2011 WL 5926723, at *7.
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specific ruling” and reverse the trial court.33 The supreme court has looked to the
purposes and principles of the invited-error doctrine, recognizing the conduct and
harm it is intended to thwart, and evaluating the substance of the party’s actions
rather than slicing the doctrine narrowly, viewing it technically, or applying it
rigidly.
The invited-error doctrine recognizes the unfairness — to both the trial court
and to the opposing party — of allowing a party to change positions upon arrival in
the court of appeals, especially after that party has reaped the benefits of an
opposite trial-court position and consumed judicial resources inducing the trial
court to do the thing now sought to be undone.
The order Minix appeals is like a motion to reconsider in that Minix
stipulated as part of a joint stipulation to set aside the mediated settlement
agreement, the trial judge did set it aside, and then Minix later sought to enforce
the set-aside agreement. Even though Minix asked the trial court to set aside the
mediated settlement agreement, she made a U-turn when she later deemed it more
advantageous to return to the mediated settlement agreement.
Grounded in even justice and dictated by common sense,34 the invited-error
doctrine promotes the sound administration of law.35 Properly applied, it prevents
gamesmanship, unfairness, and surprise and deters waste of time, money, and
judicial resources. Minix has engaged in the very gamesmanship the invited-error
doctrine is designed to stop. Having invited the alleged error, Minix should not
now be heard to complain of it.
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See ante at 11.
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Northeast Tex. Motor Lines, 158 S.W.2d at 488.
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Spence, 5 S.W.2d at 756.
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CONCLUSION
This court need not reach the merits of Minix’s petition for extraordinary
relief because principles of quasi-estoppel demand this court deny mandamus
relief. Alternatively, Minix invited the error she asks this court to correct by
mandamus. The record shows the parties’ stipulation and the trial court’s
responsive action. And, the parties’ post-stipulation actions conformed not only to
the stipulation but also to Minix’s lawyer’s testimony and to the trial court’s
reported ruling from the bench. That, too, raises a fact issue that should preclude
the granting of any mandamus relief.

The majority does not explain why it

concludes otherwise.
Courts grant mandamus relief to remedy wrongs, not to promote them. 36 In
granting mandamus relief the majority sanctions the very conduct the quasiestoppel and invited-error doctrines are supposed to thwart. Because principles of
estoppel embodied in both doctrines bar mandamus relief in this context, this court
need not analyze section 153.0071(d) of the Family Code or its potential
application to today’s case.37

This court instead should hold that estoppel

principles foreclose mandamus relief.
/s/

Kem Thompson Frost
Chief Justice

Panel consists of Chief Justice Frost and Justices Jamison and Busby (Jamison, J.,
majority) (Busby, J., concurring).
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